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Abstract

We study the hydrodynamics of dip coating from a suspension and report a mechanism for col-

loidal assembly and pattern formation on smooth substrates. Below a critical withdrawal speed

where the coating film is thinner than the particle diameter, capillary forces induced by deforma-

tion of the free surface prevent the convective transport of single particles through the meniscus

beneath the film. Capillary-induced forces are balanced by hydrodynamic drag only after a min-

imum number of particles assemble within the meniscus. The particle assembly can thus enter

the thin film where it moves at nearly the withdrawal speed and rapidly separates from the next

assembly. The interplay between hydrodynamic and capillary forces produces periodic and regular

structures below a critical ratio Ca2/3/
√
Bo < 0.7 where Ca and Bo are the capillary and Bond

numbers, respectively. An analytical model and numerical simulations are presented for the case

of two-dimensional flow with circular particles in suspension. The hydrodynamically-driven assem-

bly documented here is consistent with stripe pattern formations observed experimentally in dip

coating.
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The ability to build crystalline microstructures on smooth substrates enables significant

advances in materials science and microfabrication, e.g. optoelectronics and metamaterials

[1, 2]. Film formation from a colloidal suspension, via substrate withdrawal and/or solvent

evaporation, can produce patterned microstructures that extend over millimeter lengths

[3–6]. For example, experimental studies have demonstrated a critical withdrawal speed

below which the periodicity and regularity of the structures increase dramatically [5, 6].

The critical speed corresponded to the conditions at which the particle diameter is equal to

the thickness of a thin coating film predicted by the Landau-Levich theory [7] and set the

upper limit of the so-called thin-film entrainment regime [5]. In this regime, the formation

of periodic stripe patterns has been observed on partially wetting substrates [5] and further

studied on hydrophilic substrates [6]. These experimental studies report that (i) very low

particle concentrations are required for the formation of regular assemblies, and (ii) varying

the withdrawal speed has a much greater effect on the stripe morphology than varying the

solvent evaporation rate. The employed technique, referred to as convective self-assembly

(CSA), involves convective transport of colloidal particles from the bulk of the solution to

the meniscus and coating film.

Under conditions where the assembly process takes place, the energies of convective

motions and capillary interactions are much larger than the thermal energy kBT (here kB

is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature) and Brownian effects may

be neglected. Self-organization processes in CSA can thus be strongly influenced by hy-

drodynamic interactions between colloidal particles. Previous studies, however, attributed

the stripe pattern formation to mechanisms that only consider capillary interactions and

quasi-static processes [5, 6]. In this Letter, we study and document the critical role of

hydrodynamic effects in the particle assembly and subsequent pattern formation.

To study the hydrodynamics of the fluid-particle system, we employ a class of lattice

Boltzmann (LB) methods for isothermal multiphase flow [8–11] that is combined with an

immersed boundary (IB) approach [12]. The employed IB approach represents the solid

phase with a smooth distribution function ΦS(x, t) ∈ [0, 1] [see Fig. 1(a) and Supplemental

Material]. We adjust fluid-solid interactions in our model so that solid phases are completely

wetted by the liquid phase. Also, we neglect long-range molecular interactions between solid

bodies and thermal fluctuations that produce Brownian effects.

The numerical model is applied to study the dynamics of colloidal assembly during dip
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coating from a suspension of neutrally buoyant particles. Dip coating of plates produces

a nearly two-dimensional flow that drives the convective transport of particles from the

suspension bulk to the meniscus region and subsequently to the coating film. Furthermore,

the formation of regular stripes [3, 5, 6] requires a statistically homogeneous distribution of

particles along the direction of the stripes. We proceed by studying a two-dimensional flow

configuration that resembles the Landau-Levich problem [7] of plate coating via withdrawal

from a liquid bath, where we later introduce circular particles. With these simplifications

we capture the basic mechanisms of particle assembly and stripe formation.

Dimensional analysis of the problem yields three dimensionless groups; these are the

capillary number, Ca, the Bond number, Bo, and the Reynolds number, Re. We define

Ca = Uµ/γ where U is the withdrawal speed, µ is the viscosity of the liquid, and γ is the

liquid-vapor surface tension. The Bond number is Bo = (R/`c)
2 where R is the particle

radius and `c =
√
γ/g∆ρ is the capillary length determined by the gravitational accelera-

tion, g, and the density contrast between the liquid and vapor phases, ∆ρ. The physical

conditions in our numerical simulations correspond to low capillary numbers Ca ' 0.01–0.08

and a small Bond number Bo = 6 ×10−3. The resulting particle dynamics are characterized

by small Reynolds numbers Re = ρUR/µ ' 0.075–0.3 (here ρ is the liquid density), which

justifies neglecting inertial effects. For these conditions the coating film thickness, hf , is

smaller than the particle diameter, 2R, which correspond to the regime where pattern for-

mation can be observed in experiments [3–6].

We perform numerical simulations in a rectangular domain that is partially bounded by a

moving wall (i.e., the withdrawn substrate) and three stationary walls. At initialization, the

liquid bath lies below the level yH indicated Fig. 1(a). The simulated pressure/temperature

conditions produce a negligible evaporation rate of the liquid solvent. Particles in varying

numbers, from zero to twenty, are released at the same time with zero initial velocity from

different locations within the left half of the liquid bath (nearest the moving wall). Details

of the simulation procedures are provided in the Supplemental Material.

First, we study the background flow topology via simulations without particles. The

steady-state flow topology, reported in Fig. 1(a), is typically observed in dip coating [13].

A fundamental feature of this flow configuration is the presence of a stagnation point S∗

on the vapor-liquid interface at vertical position y = y∗ [Fig. 1(a)]. The flow streamline

ending at S∗ defines the boundary between a “shear flow” region, Γ1, which continues into
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FIG. 1. Flow topology and forces on a completely wetted particle. (a) Streamlines within the

meniscus (Ca=0.04). A stagnation point S∗ (circle) lies on the interface where h(y∗)=h∗. The

streamline (dashed line) ending at S∗ separates a “shear flow” region, Γ1, from a “recirculation

flow” region, Γ2. The surface of the withdrawn substrate is at x=xW and the horizontal level of

the bath (at initialization) is at y=yH . A simulated particle is illustrated for reference; the diffuse

fluid-solid interface is centered at ΦS(x, t)=0.5. (b) Forces on a particle for h∗/2R > 1; FC is the

capillary-induced force and FD is the effective drag. (c) Forces on a particle for h∗/2R < 1.

the coating film, and a “recirculation flow” region, Γ2, which extends into the liquid bath.

Above the meniscus, the film thickness in numerical simulations agrees within 5–10% with

analytical predictions, hf/`c = 0.95 Ca2/3− 0.1 Ca, valid for Ca ≤ 0.1 [7]. More impor-

tantly, the meniscus thickness h(y∗) = h∗ observed at the stagnation point agrees well with

the expression h∗/`c = [3(hf/`c)− (hf/`c)
3/Ca] based on lubrication theory [7].

Given the flow topology in Fig. 1(a) we observe that h∗ > 2R appears to be critical for a

particle to enter the film. Normalizing h∗ by the particle diameter this entrainment condi-

tion is equivalent h∗/2R ' 1.42Ca2/3/
√
Bo > 1. As illustrated in Figs. 1(b–c), we consider

a completely wetted and neutrally buoyant particle moving at velocity ẋp = ẋpi + ẏpj and

assume a negligible angular velocity ẇp � |ẋp|/R. The particle experiences an effective

drag, FD, and a capillary-induced force, FC , due to local deformation of the interface.
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Neglecting small inertial effects for Re � 1 we have FC + FD = 0. Since FC acts normal

to the interface and increases with the interfacial deformation, so must the effective drag

force responsible for driving the particle towards the film. For h(y)/2R <∼ 1 the vertical

component of the drag is FD · j ∝ (U − ẏp) and the effective drag increases as the particle

speed decreases. When h∗/2R > 1 [cf. Fig. 1(b)], capillary forces in the vertical direction

are small and thus ẏp ' U ; particles within Γ2 return to the bath. When h∗/2R < 1 and

inside the meniscus y ≤ y∗ [cf. Fig. 1(c)], large interfacial deformations yield large capillary

forces in the vertical direction and thus ẏp < U ; the particle is prevented from entering the

film in the limit ẏp → 0.

To verify the above analysis, we study numerically the center-of-mass trajectories

{xp(t), yp(t)} of particles released after the background flow in Fig. 1(a) is established.

Single particles released within the “recirculation flow” region Γ2 attain stable orbits within

the bath that prevent them from entering the film (see Supplemental Material). The case

of a single particle (p=I) released within the “shear flow” region Γ1 is of particular interest.

Indeed, when the withdrawal speed is sufficiently large so that h∗/2R > 1 single particles

successfully enter the film. When approaching the film, the trajectories within Γ1 are com-

pressed into a unique “entrainment” trajectory. The vertical speed is dominant along the

entrainment trajectory; i.e. |ẋI |/|ẏI | <∼ 0.1 and |ẇIR|/|ẏI | <∼ 0.75. The vertical displace-

ments ∆y = yI(t)− yH ≥ 0 for different withdrawal speeds corresponding to h∗/2R = 1.3–3

(Ca = 0.02–0.08) are reported in Fig. 2(a). A significant variation in the particle speed

ẏI = dyI/dt can be observed in Fig. 2(a): the speed is nearly constant (ẏI ' 0.65U) below

the meniscus (yI <∼ y∗), decreases inside the meniscus (yI ' y∗), and then increases after

clearing the meniscus and entering the flat film (yI >∼ y∗). The minimum vertical speed is

reached near the stagnation point initially located at y∗.

As seen in Figs. 2(b–e), the entrainment of a single particle occurs along a nearly one-

dimensional trajectory and is accompanied by significant deformation of the meniscus and

flow streamlines. Considering these numerical observations we further analyze the force bal-

ance FC +FD = 0 where ẏI ≥ 0. In the horizontal direction, while ẋI ' 0, capillary-induced

forces are mainly balanced by a high pressure within the particle-wall gap. In the vertical

direction, drag forces driving the translational motion are counteracted by capillary-induced

forces. For a confined particle moving parallel to a wall, the vertical component of the

drag may be expressed as FD = −µ(KI ẏI − KUU) where KI > 0 and KU > 0 are local
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FIG. 2. Single particle dynamics for h∗/2R > 1. (a) Vertical displacement ∆y = yI(t) − yH vs.

tU/R, the straight lines and inset show the vertical speed ẏI = dyI/dt. The time origin (t = 0) is

chosen so that ∆y(0) = 0. For ∆y > 0 individual particles released within Γ1 follow a common xy-

trajectory at a given Ca. (b–e) Streamlines for h∗/2R = 2 (Ca = 0.04) at different time instances

indicated in panel (a).
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resistance coefficients. The ratio of resistances fD = KU/KI → 0 for low confinement and

far from the wall (h/2R � 1), while fD ∼ 1 in high confinement and close to the wall

(h <∼ 2R) where the drag law becomes FD ' −µKI(ẏI − U). For Bo� 1, we consider that

capillary forces act normal to the interface with their magnitude determined by a shape

function fC(h/2R) = |FC |/γ. The vertical component of the capillary-induced force (per

unit length) is FC = γfC(h/2R)(hy/
√

1 + |hy|2) where hy ≡ dh/dy. Neglecting inertial

effects of order O(Re) we obtain

ẏI
U

= fD(h/2R) +
fC(h/2R)

KICa

dh/dy√
1 + |dh/dy|2

(1)

where fD > 0 and fC > 0 are positive functions of the ratio h(y)/2R. Hence, Eq. (1) predicts

a decay in vertical speed within the meniscus where dh/dy < 0; this capillary effect increases

for small Ca. Once inside the film, we have dh/dy ' 0 while fD → 1 in high confinement,

and thus the particle speed increases, ẏI → U .

Moreover, Eq. (1) predicts that particles can be stopped within the meniscus below a

critical value of the ratio h(y∗)/2R. Geometric analysis of the interfacial deformation for

h∗ <∼ 2R yields fC(h∗/2R) = 2
√

1− h∗/2R, while an approximate solution of the thickness

profile [7] gives dh(y∗)/dy ' −3Ca1/3 (see Supplemental Material). For ẏI = 0 and yI = y∗,

Eq.(1) yields h∗/2R ' 1 − (KI/6)2Ca4/3. This critical condition to stop a particle within

the meniscus is equivalent to h∗/2R ' 1 for Ca � 1. Indeed, simulation results in Fig. 3

for a low withdrawal speed, where h∗/2R = 0.8 (Ca = 0.01), show that a single particle can

attain a stationary position within the meniscus.

Eq. (1) indicates, through the functions fD and fC , that widening and/or flattening the

meniscus has significant effects on the particle speed. For y ' y∗ we observe that ẏI → 0 as

h∗/2R → 0. If a particle at y ' y∗ widens the meniscus [cf. Fig. 2(e)], a particle below y∗

may be dragged by the flow at a faster vertical speed.

Simulations with multiple particles confirm a flow-driven assembly below the film for

h∗/2R = 0.8. Three particles (p=I-II-III) in one case [cf. Fig. 4(a)] and two particles

(p=I-III) in a second case [cf. Fig. 4(b)] are released simultaneously with initial separa-

tions yI − yII = 3R and yI − yIII = 9R where yI(0) ' yH . The vertical displacements in

Fig. 4(a) show that the trailing particle (III) climbs faster than the leading particles (I-II).

In both cases the particles reduce their initial separations and assemble inside the meniscus

[cf. Figs. 4(c–e) and Figs. 4(f–g)]. Below the critical condition h∗/2R < 1, a minimum
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FIG. 3. Single particle dynamics for h∗/2R < 1. (a) Vertical displacement ∆y = yI(t) − yH vs.

tU/R for h∗/2R = 0.8 (Ca = 0.01). The time origin (t = 0) is chosen so that ∆y(0) = 0. Single

particles released within Γ1 reach a steady position inside the meniscus; ẏI=0 for tU/R>25. (b–c)

Streamlines at the two times indicated in panel (a).

number of colloidal particles (three in the studied conditions) must assemble in a close-

packed formation before film entrainment is possible. A close packing of particles increases

the vertical drag and flattens the local interface curvature so that dh/dy → 0 for particles

inside the assembly. When the effective hydrodynamic drag balances the forces induced by

interfacial deformation, the particle assembly enters the film and increases its speed as seen

in Figs. 4(c–e).

Simulations with larger numbers of particles (Np =10–20) further corroborate the periodic

formation of regular assemblies when h∗/2R < 1 [cf. Fig. 5(a)]. To draw this conclusion, we

performed five realizations of each numerical simulation by releasing particles from random

locations with root-mean-square particle separations |∆xrms| = 3.5R and |∆xrms| = 2.5R,

which corresponds to area fractions φ = 0.13 and φ = 0.25 respectively. For h∗/2R < 1

and the lower area fraction φ = 0.13 [cf. Fig. 5(a)], particle assemblies fully form before

entering the film, which in turn enhances the periodicity and regularity of the arrays (see

movies included with the Supplemental Material). As seen in Figs. 5(b–c), increasing the

area fraction or the withdrawal speed produces irregular assemblies that form once within

the coating film. In this case, a different mechanism due to long-ranged capillary interactions

and film instabilities [1] drives the assembly, which deteriorates the periodicity and regularity
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FIG. 4. Hydrodynamically-driven assembly for h∗/2R = 0.8 (Ca = 0.01). (a–b) Vertical displace-

ment ∆yp = yp(t) − yp(0) vs. tU/R. Three (p=I-II-II) and two (p=I-II) particles are released at

t = 0; yII(0) = yI(0) − 3R, yIII(0) = yI(0) − 6R, and yI(0) ' yH . (c–e) and (f–g) Streamlines at

time instances indicated in panels (a) and (b).

of the observed arrays.

In conclusion, our study indicates that below a critical condition h∗ < 2R, or equiv-

alently Ca2/3/
√
Bo < 0.7, colloidal particles can assemble inside the meniscus producing

highly regular structures. Our results are relevant to physical conditions where Re � 1,
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FIG. 5. Stripe formation and transition to disorder. Each sequence shows six time instances for (a)

h∗/2R=0.8 and φ=0.13, (b) h∗/2R=0.8 and φ=0.25, and (c) h∗/2R=2.0 and φ=0.13. For h∗/2R <

1 (Ca <∼ 0.6Bo3/4) and low area fraction (φ=0.13) the assembly occurs inside the meniscus, which

increases order and periodicity (see movies in Supplemental Material). For h∗/2R > 1 we observe

disordered arrays.
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Ca � 1, and Bo � 1. We consider a balance between viscous drag and forces induced by

deformation of the interface; hydrodynamic interactions between particles thus have critical

effects. The identified assembly mechanism differs from others previously proposed that can

dominate under different conditions [5, 6]. Our simulations and analysis agree with experi-

mental observations of a transition from disordered deposition to stripe pattern formation on

thin coating films hf < 2R [5, 6]. Further quantitative studies of array morphology require

matching dimensionless groups and volume fractions employed in experimental conditions,

which entails intensive computational resources. The results in this Letter provide bet-

ter fundamental understanding that could improve current technologies for the flow-driven

assembly of colloidal crystals.
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